
Graduate Studio option_ Ideas Work Society (IWS) 
Instructor Associate Professor Jason Young

 “The Featherless Chicken,” Idea of the year as advertised by New  
   York Times Magazine; Practicing How to Forget

Professor Avigdor Cahaner of Hebrew University in Israel has bread a featherless chicken 
from one which has a recessive gene of being featherless with a larger typical broiler 
chicken.



What has happened:

_The New York Times has been publishing “the year in ideas” for the past four years, curating what they feel 
are emerging situations/conditions that defi ne the contemporary.
_I edited from their published ideas (over 200 of them) down to 22 that I felt had that certain something.
_12 students each drew one idea (blind draw) from a hat that contained the 22.

_Students have been asked to explore the idea, its implications for culture (i.e. Why is this an “idea of the 
year?”), and also the degree to which those implications might be spatial, or better yet, explored spatially.

_I gave the students three simultaneous exercises to work through.  It was really one exercise to be done 
three times, on three distinct “indifferent subjects.”  By “indifferent subject,” I mean that there is no real 
causal relationship between the collection of ideas and the things I asked them to
work on/through.  

The three were: one Idaho baking potato; one copy of a Sunday edition of the New York Times from two 
years ago (each student had consecutive Sundays); and a collection of 7 “captures,” images of a strange 
lineage and obtuse nature. The exercise prompted them to map the “indifferent subject”, to speculate based 
on the mappings, and to develop (something).

Why, or to what end:

Many of the ideas being explored in the studio have overlapping implications having to do with the change 
in cultural relationships brought along with the onslaught of the digital.  Various prognosticators are claim-
ing that physicality and specifi c spatiality will wane as digital operating procedures are advanced.  This 
studio remains committed to the notion that if physical ordering proves to be a fi ction, the architect would 
(still) have the irreducible strangeness of building at the core of any project. And, further, that the practice 
of architecture might be reconsidered under this crushing pressure, and that each architect might work as a 
production studio, fi nding methods from the onslaught as opposed to claiming resistance as a viable model. 
Resultant “modes” of research would best be understood as “modes” of design.

 ~Jason Young



Mapping of an Idaho Baked Potato: 

This material investigation yielded an interest in neutrality and non-neutral-
ity.  It marked the start of an emergent process to be carried out through the 
semester; to fi nd latencies.  I wanted to see something else in addition to 
what I would have seen anyway.





“Biopsy”  and “Xrays” of New York Times Sunday Eddition.  Within this study I was able to experi-
ence the space of the newspaper in a new way.  I became aware of its beauty.





iws
atmospheric input 

doesn’t remind me (of anything) 

_Actuary (Property & Casualty) 
and  Barber Shop (uni-sex) 
and  Business Innovatrium (best practices) 
and Business Incubator (next practices) 
and Decommissioned Stealth Fighter (F-117A Nighthawk) 
and Parking (37 vehicles) 
and Supply Chain Logistics Company (Trucking and Distribution) 
and Restaurant (Sushi) 
and Traffic Reporting Service (serving metro Detroit) 
and 20 terabyte Server Farm  (Wal-Mart extranet ) 



Four weeks ago, I introduced a specifi c highway/offi ce research park site near Plymouth Michigan as yet 
another “indifferent object” to by milled and mined.  That introduction was accompanied by a list of _atmo-
spheric inputs_ which could (also) be thought of conventionally as “program,” but I have gotten more and 
more interested in how it is that architecture exceeds program on many levels, so I renamed (and therefore 
recalibrated) the list. I am tricky that way.  See the attachment for the atmospheric inputs.

The studio is trying out a few things that might bear on your comments:

First, we want to move, to produce, to propose, to game, to stretch, to swell, to forget, we want to be fast 
with the work, emphasizing ways and beating the shit out of “the way” as a conceptual limit.

Second, we want to be relational, to practice AND. We want for our inevitable “insides” to be soiled by their 
“outsides.” We want sticky surfaces, we like leaks, we are leaking.

Third, we want stress.

Fourth, this is dirty realism.  This is not abstract. When we go home for thanksgiving, our families ask us 
what we are doing in studio and we studder, stammer, pause in mid thought.  “My friend is doing a library, 
a prefab house, a landscape in the city,” we say.... “I am working on a <duh>.” We explain,  “My teacher 
wants to teach the way Bob Dylan produces a song.  He wants to start in the middle with a clowns mask, 
and a guitar riff. He wants us to be a production studio. He thinks each one of us are many, maybe even 
too many, a crowd, a production studio.”  “He is listening to too much RL Burnside, and frequently shouts 
_Bonaroo_... It is worth the money though, Dad... I mean I can’t tell you about all the things I don’t know, 
he wants us to know more and to forget more.”

 ~Jason Young



Production

The gradual beginning or commin
rise. 

A progression from simpler to more complex 
forms; unfolding of events.

A process of becomming larger or longer or 
numerous or more important.

A tangible and visible entity; an entity that 
can cast a shadow. 
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An abnormal proliferation of tissue; Impair-
ment of normal physical function affecting 
part or all of the whole.  
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Growth Chart Diagram: 

I began to think of growth in a new way after inves-
tigating the featherless chicken as a cultural inven-
tion.  I began to understand the intricate systems of 
circulation and reservior within a capitalistic society.  
This chart tracks the variation of growth and impact 
each programmatic element might yield.  

Considering the economic contributions made by the poultry industry and Americans undeniable love of chicken, I found it fi tting that 
in September of 2005, my studio work joined in the celebration of September as national chicken month.   In its 16th year of observance 

this celebration sought to highlight the health benefi ts, ease of preparation, and the versatility of chicken.  Avigdor Chaner, with his 
molecular shuffl ing of chicken DNA was a guest of honor. Thus, we now enjoy, “The featherless chicken,” an idea of the year as adver-

tised by New York times magazine.

An error bias, the kind and degree of scientifi c uncertainty an activity might have, has implications for the process agencies use to 
reach sound and publicly acceptable decisions.  This notion of public acceptance is interesting in its ability to accelerate and decelerate.

In lieu of the featherless chicken, it seems that societies rather than agencies make these decisions based on a system base on want 
and desire in correlation with the speeds that these desirables are able to reach them.  The featherless chicken acts as an agent  of 

understanding this condition.
The injection of Chaner’s accepted oddity into the media created a delay of kind within evaluation, accelerating this sliding precaution-

ary error bias window, thus pushing public acceptance.
When I look at this red bird, the abstract notion of farm no longer registers.  I feel the reality of my situation, and position within it.

This is a quote I came across online which sited Chaner’s name.
“And then there’s parsley.  What a great bit of design:  grow some parsley in the garden and you can cut some off, happy in knowledge 
it will grow back.  How about a sheep with the same feature?  I’ll bet Chaner is already working on it.  Just splice in some axolotl genes 

and we could all keep one sheep in the backyard.  Leg of lamb for dinner?  Just hand me that knife, and give me a moment.”
Axolotl is studied for its rapid regeneration rate.  It is in a sense, a tiger salamander which never undergoes metamorphoses.  It 

reaches sexual maturity within the larvae stage of development.  They live much longer than metamorphosis salamanders, and can 
regenerate entire limbs.

The axolotl gene is studied very heavily for this reason.  It has been found that male humans are attracted to neotenous or childlike 
features within females. 













Work of four students (Jennifer Hinesman, David Karle, Lauen Mitchell, and Zach Rose) within IWS 
stduio displayed at the 2006 Annual Student Exhibition, “Somethin’ Somethin’ Architecture.” 




